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16S rRNA was used by Woese (1987) to group early life forms 
into three kingdoms 
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Genomic Era





In this review, I will show that

Molecular data is not the bottleneck. 
Modeling and Analysis are.



PART I
Established Methods: 
Supermatrix and 

Supertree
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i.e. 50% bootstrap 
support!

i.e. 95% bootstrap support!



But!



Actually, use only 
small fraction of data. 

Why?



Gene tree ≠ Species tree



Gene tree ≠ Species tree
• Gene duplication (paralogs)

• Lateral gene transfer (xenologs)

• Endosymbiosis (e.g. Delusc et al. 2005)

• Hybridization (Hallström & Janke 2008)

• Incomplete lineage sorting
(aka deep coalescence)

Jeffroy et al. 2006
McInerney et al. 2008
Edwards 2009



Systematic Errors

• Branch-length heterogeneity (Matsen & 

Steel 2007, Edwards 2009)

• Nucleotide composition heterogeneity 
across species (Hasegawa & Hashimoto 

1993, Jeffroy et al. 2006)

• Missing data (Hartmann & Vision 2008)

• In general: model violations





Systematic error can result in 
overconfidence
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PART II
Emerging Methods: 

Species-Tree Inference 
Methods



Two main classes
• Methods modeling specific processes 

(“mechanistic”)

• Deep coalescence

• Gene duplication (Arvestad et al. 2003, 2009)

• LGT (that is for another review!)

• Rate variation among markers (Pupko et al. 

2002)

• Process agnostic (“empirical”)



Modeling Coalescent

Rannala & Yang, Annu Rev Genomics Hum Genet 2008
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Methods

also see review of Liu et al 2009

(summary

statistics)



Process agnostic

• Independent tree 
inference for each 
gene (relatively 
efficient!)

• Number of different 
trees modeled as 
Dirichlet process 

Tree of

gene i 

All Sequence

alignments

Gene-to-tree

map



Dirichlet Process
a.k.a. Chinese 

Restaurant Process

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/courses/archive/fall07/cos597C/scribe/20070921.pdf

e.g.



Evaluation with 
simulated data



Leaché & Rannala, Syst Biol 2010
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Leaché & Rannala, Syst Biol 2010



Evaluation with 
empirical data



• “Note that the concordance factors in the BCA tree are much 
more conservative than the posterior probabilities in the 
topology estimated from the concatenated alignment”

• “Taking into account the incongruence between gene trees 
does not drastically change our overall view of rice 
phylogeny, but it does give a more varied picture of the 
support across the tree.”

• “The BCA method is robust to the prior probability on gene 
tree incongruence (the α parameter)”

• “[The 6-species, 162 genes Bayesian analysis] had not yet 
reached stationarity after 1.6 billion iterations.” (2 months on 
96 CPU cores)



Outlook

• Bottleneck is methods, not data

• Need methods able to deal with different gene 
histories

• Efficiency needs to be improved
(“The largest data set yet tested with these 
species tree methods is yeast, with 106 loci in 8 
species” Cranston 2009)


